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Abstract

Humans use different wordings depending on
the context to facilitate efficient communica-
tion. For example, instead of completely
new information, information related to the
preceding context is typically placed at the
sentence-initial position. In this study, we an-
alyze whether neural language models (LMs)
can capture such discourse-level preferences
in text generation. Specifically, we focus
on a particular aspect of discourse, namely
the topic-comment structure. To analyze
the linguistic knowledge of LMs separately,
we chose the Japanese language, a topic-
prominent language, for designing probing
tasks, and we created human topicalization
judgment data by crowdsourcing. Our experi-
mental results suggest that LMs have different
generalizations from humans; LMs exhibited
less context-dependent behaviors toward top-
icalization judgment. These results highlight
the need for the additional inductive biases
to guide LMs to achieve successful discourse-
level generalization.

1 Introduction

Building on the current success of neural language
models (LMs) in the field of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP), much work has been conducted to
test their linguistic knowledge, typically, syntac-
tic generalizations in LMs (Linzen et al., 2016;
Lau et al., 2017; Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Gold-
berg, 2019; Warstadt et al., 2019, 2020). Al-
though discourse is also an essential aspect of lan-
guage production along with syntactic construc-
tions, discourse-level knowledge in LMs has been
less explored or has been typically analyzed at the
coarse level, for example, analyzing their sentence
ordering abilities (Li and Jurafsky, 2017; See et al.,
2019).

As one step toward understanding the fine-
grained, discourse-level knowledge in LMs, this
study explores the generalization performance of
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Figure 1: Comparing the context-dependent prefer-
ences of language models (LMs) and humans for top-
icalization.

LMs in a particular aspect of discourse, the topic-
comment structure (i.e., the thematic structure).
The topic-comment structure is an essential part
of language production (Grosz et al., 1995; Halli-
day et al., 2014; Hajicová and Mírovskỳ, 2018).

For example, speakers use the following sen-
tences in different contexts:

(1) a. In Japan, my father bought the vase last
year.

b. The vase was the one my father bought in
Japan last year.

These sentences differ in terms of topic-comment
structure (the topic is underlined). For example,
Sentence (1b) is more suited than (1a), for example,
as a continuation of the sentence I broke a vase yes-
terday. This study probes whether LMs can make
such context-dependent, human-like paradigmatic
choices at the discourse level.

It is worth noting that the (non-)human-like lin-
guistic generalization ability of computational mod-
els has long been examined in the cognitive science
of language (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1985; Hu
et al., 2020). Furthermore, from an engineering
point of view, whether LMs have correct prefer-
ences for topicalization is an important perspective
for validating the use of LMs for automatic assess-
ment of text quality.
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To test the cognitive plausibility of LMs’ behav-
iors toward topic-comment structure, we used a
topic-prominent language (TPL), where the topic-
comment structure is explicitly realized. The use of
a TPL facilitated the careful creation of text pairs
for analyzing humans and LMs behaviors. We
first annotated and analyzed the human preferences
for topicalization using crowdsourcing (Sections 3
and 4).

In our experiments, we compared LMs with hu-
mans with respect to their context-dependent pref-
erences for topicalization (Section 5; Figure 1).
Our experimental results indicated that LMs do
not show human-like, context-dependent behaviors
(Section 6). Further analysis showed that LMs
perform topicalization judgment based on context-
independent spurious biases regarding whether a
particular noun phrase is likely to be topicalized.
This result reveals that compared to humans, LMs
perform different generalizations toward topicaliza-
tion judgment; hence, additional inductive biases
are required to achieve human-like generalizations.
Our dataset and code are publicly available. 1

2 Background

Topic of a sentence. The topic of a sentence
represents the concern of the message; what the
speaker is going on to say. In the literature, the
topic typically corresponds to the sentence-initial
element (Halliday et al., 2014; Vallduví, 1990).2

For example, the topic of Example (1a) (Section 1)
is Japan, while that of Example (1b) is vase.

The term topicalization means to mark a par-
ticular element in a sentence as the topic of that
sentence. Topicalization is realized typically by
the word order as shown in Example (1), and dif-
ferent languages sometimes have different devices
(e.g., particles and intonation) to mark a topic (Sec-
tion 3.1).

The non-topic part of a sentence is called a com-
ment. The topic and comment are often studied
as a topic-comment structure or a theme-rheme
structure in linguistics (Grosz et al., 1995; Halliday
et al., 2014; Hajicová and Mírovskỳ, 2018). These
are distinguished from the grammatical and logi-
cal structures of a sentence; for example, the topic

1https://github.com/rk-fujifuji/lm_
topicalization

2Strictly speaking, there are several definitions of the topic
(e.g., textual, interpersonal, and topical); in this study, we
focuses on the topical theme introduced in Halliday et al.
(2014).

of Example (1a) is Japan, while the grammatical
subject is my father. Note that a sentence may not
always have a topic (e.g., The sentence “There is a
pen.” does not introduce a topical theme).

Topicalization and discourse. In text produc-
tion, the topic of a sentence plays an important role
as it indicates the concern of the message and con-
trols word ordering (Example (1)). In general, the
more salient a particular concept is in a context, the
more likely it is to be topicalized (Halliday et al.,
2014; Miltsakaki, 1999). This property is closely
related to the centering in discourse (Chafe, 1976;
Givón, 1983; Grosz et al., 1995). In this theory, the
topic of a sentence has a higher centering-forward
(Cf) level according to the grammatical ranking,
and such a higher-ranked entity is expected to have
a high Cf rank again in the next utterance (i.e.,
the topic is expected to continue across successive
utterances).

In this work, we determine whether LMs have
human-like preferences for judging which elements
in a sentence should be a topic (i.e., topicalize)
when conveying meaning. Considering the context-
dependent nature of topicalization, analysis of the
preference of LMs in topicalization can provide
insight to examine whether LMs capture the con-
textual flow of text at the inter-sentential, and dis-
course levels.

Linguistic probes. NLP researchers have in-
spected the inner workings and/or behaviors of
black-box neural models to explore whether they
actually understand the language. The focus of
such probing analyses ranges from, for example,
syntactic knowledge (Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Hu
et al., 2020; Hewitt and Manning, 2019) to com-
mon sense knowledge (Lin et al., 2020; Zhou et al.,
2020). Some analyses have also targeted discourse-
level phenomena such as coreference (Sorodoc
et al., 2020; Upadhye et al., 2020) and discourse
structures (Pandia et al., 2021; Kurfalı and Östling,
2021; Koto et al., 2021). These existing studies and
our present work are complementary in covering a
wide variety of discourse phenomena.

To probe the linguistic knowledge of LMs, re-
searchers have typically used minimally different
text pairs (MDTPs) that differ only in a certain lin-
guistic aspect and analyzed their probabilities com-
puted by LMs (Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Gauthier
et al.; Hu et al., 2020). This experimental design
has advantages: for example, it enables researchers

https://github.com/rk-fujifuji/lm_topicalization
https://github.com/rk-fujifuji/lm_topicalization
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to analyze the model behaviors directly, without
designing additional classifiers (Alain and Bengio,
2017; Pimentel et al., 2020). We also probe LMs
using MDTPs that differ only in the topic-comment
structure.

3 Dataset: collecting human preferences

3.1 Using topic-prominent language
In English, creating the MDTPs differing only in
the topic-comment structure is prohibitively dif-
ficult because the change of topicalized elements
in a sentence accompanies a drastic change in the
sentence structure and syntactic complexities (Ex-
ample (1)). Thus, simply analyzing the preferences
of LMs between sentences with different topic-
comment structures in English may lead to confus-
ing conclusions about which linguistic perspective
LMs are actually sensitive to.

In contrast, in Japanese, a TPL, creating a set
of MDTPs differing only in the topic-comment
structure is possible. For example, the following
two sentences in Japanese, one of the TPLs, differ
only in the topic of the sentence:

(2) a. Kabin-wa heya-ni at-ta.
Vase-TOP room-DAT exist-PAST.
The vase was in the room.

b. Kabin-ga heya-ni at-ta.
Vase-NOM room-DAT exist-PAST.
There was a vase in the room.

In Japanese, the postpositional particle wa (TOP) is
used as the topic marker for indicating the topic of
a sentence as in Example (2a) (Teruya, 2004, 2007;
Kuno, 1973; Noda, 1996).3 The difference between
Kabin-wa (Vase-TOP) and Kabin-ga (Vase-NOM) in
Example (2) is whether the element (Kabin; vase)
is marked as a topic or not.

Note that Japanese is an agglutinative language,
in which the functional information (e.g., gram-
matical case) of an element is realized by postpo-
sitional particles. When a particular element is
marked by wa (TOP), some originally used parti-
cles (e.g., ga; NOM) are omitted. That is, Kabin-wa
(Vase-TOP) in Example (2a) plays the roles of the
grammatical subject (NOM) and the topic of a sen-
tence (TOP) both, but only wa is attached.

3Strictly speaking, the contrast between wa (TOP) and ga
(NOM) is not only about the topicalization, and has long been
discussed in Japanese linguistics. We did not intend to claim
that all the wa work as a topic marker; instead, we carefully
selected the data points where wa is used as a topic marker
(Section 3).

Example (2a), in which the grammatical sub-
ject (kabin; vase) is topicalized, should be pre-
ferred to Example (2b) in the context of talking
about the vase. We analyzed whether LMs have
such context-dependent preferences for using topic
markers. Such a paradigmatic choice of topical-
ization is not determined by strict rules. Rather,
both Example (2a) and (2b) are usually acceptable,
but either sentence is sometimes more natural than
the other, depending on the context. We created
a dataset of such degrees of human preference for
topicalization.

Note that grammatical topic (TOP) is assumed
to have a higher Cf ranking than the subject (NOM)
in Japanese centering theory (Walker et al., 1994);
this task of context-dependently selecting TOP or
NOM could be viewed as a task of estimating Cf
from the perspective of centering theory.

3.2 Annotation task

Data preparation. We focused on the Japanese
language as a representative of TPLs. Specifically,
we analyzed the preference for topicalization of
nominative arguments in Japanese sentences. We
used the NAIST Text Corpus (NTC; Iida et al.,
2007), which is commonly used for analyzing lin-
guistic phenomena in Japanese. We collected nom-
inative arguments and their belonging sentences
that satisfied all of the following criteria from the
NTC:

• An argument has a nominative relation to the
verb that is closest to the end of a sentence,
regarding the predicate-argument structure an-
notation.4

• An argument accompanies the topic marker
(TOP) or nominative particle (NOM).

• An argument appears in the second, third, or
fourth sentence in a paragraph.

Using these criteria, we collected the data for an-
notation D = {(c, s, a)d}

|D|
d=1, where c is the inter-

sentential context (preceding sentences within the
same document), s is the intra-sentential context,
and a is the nominative argument that satisfies the
aforementioned criteria. This process yielded 1,661
data points, where 939 instances originally have
the TOP particle for nominative argument a, and
722 instances have NOM. The examples are listed
in Table 1.

4Predicate-argument structure annotation in NTC is used.
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Text Human preferences LM preferences

Context c Sentence s and targeted nomina-
tive argument a (underlined)

rC+S+A
human rS+A

human rC+S+A
LM rS+A

LM

We consume large amounts of energy
daily.

Economic growth-{TOP/NOM}
is closely related to energy use. 0.83 1.00 0.66 0.64

It is said that a good start determines
victory in yacht racing.

A strong wind-{TOP/NOM} of
15 knots was blown in the sea. 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.25

The seventh is the day of the “Seven
Herbs of Spring” to pray for good health.
At the Hanshin Department Store in
Kita, Osaka, a free service of Nanakusa-
gayu was offered from 8:00 a.m. Office
workers, young women, and junior high
school students on their way home from
early morning kendo practice enjoyed
its taste.

The 500 meals-{TOP/NOM} pre-
pared were gone in about an
hour.

1.00 0.50 0.58 0.58

Table 1: Examples of the instances (c, s, a)d and preferences of humans and LMs (TRANS-L) for topicalization.
The human preference scores rhuman are introduced in Section 3.2. The LMs preference scores rLM are introduced
in Section 5.1. The example texts are the English-translated versions of the original texts (Mainichi Shimbun article
data 1995 version).

Annotation task. We collected the topicalization
preferences using crowdsourcing. Specifically, for
each instance (c, s, a)d, we first masked the particle
following the nominative argument a (kabin; vase)
as follows:

(3) a. Kabin- heya-ni at-ta.
Vase- room-DAT exist-PAST.

Then, annotators were asked which postpositional
particle TOP (wa; to topicalize) or NOM (ga; not to
topicalize) is more natural to complete the blank .
The option of “both okay” was also available.

For each instance (c, s, a)d, from four to eight
subjects annotated the preference. Finally, for each
instance (c, s, a)d, we calculated topicalization
ratio as follows:

rhuman =
nTOP

nTOP + nNOM
, (1)

where nTOP and nNOM are the number of votes for
completing the blank (e.g., Kabin-__) with TOP
and NOM, respectively. For “both okay,” we consid-
ered TOP and NOM to have 0.5 votes for each.

Context ablation. To facilitate analyzing the
context-dependent characteristics of the topicaliza-
tion, annotators solved the task under three differ-
ent conditions. Table 2 shows each condition with
an example. Here, X in the context column in-
dicates that the inter-sentential context is shown
to annotators, and X in the sentence column indi-
cates whether the intra-sentential context is shown.

When the intra-sentential context is not shown, the
nominal constituent alone is provided.

Subsequently, three variants of the topicaliza-
tion ratio rhuman for each instance (c, s, a)d were
obtained under different ablation settings: (i) the
ratio rC+S+A

human obtained with the C+S+A setting, (ii)
rS+A

human with the S+A setting, and (iii) rA
human with

the A setting. The examples of scores are listed in
Table 1. In Section 5, we observed the preferences
of LMs for topicalization and compared them with
those of humans.

Intended use of the annotations. We used the
annotations obtained in the C+S+A and S+A set-
tings (with relatively high agreement) for our main
experiments (Section 5). The data of the A set-
tings were used in our additional analyses (Sec-
tion 6) to test whether the LMs also exhibit such a
human-like difficulty in this setting. We observed
some interesting trends: LMs exhibited unreason-
ably good performance of topicalization prediction
in the context-independent, A settings.

3.3 Crowdsourcing

Worker selection. We used crowdsourcing5 to
access Japanese subjects. Crowd workers solved
the task of selecting TOP or NOM. To qualify the
motivated crowd workers, we first created trial
tasks, in which each worker answered 10 questions
by selecting TOP or NOM. For this purpose, we
framed the validation questions in advance, where

5https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/

https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
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context c sent. s arg. a question: TOP or NOM for __?

C+S+A X X X
Kabin-wo kinou wat-ta. Kabin-__ heya-ni at-ta.
I broke a vase yesterday. {The vase was}/{There was a vase} in the room.

S+A X X
Kabin-__ heya-ni at-ta.
{The vase was}/{There was a vase} in the room.

A X
Kabin-__
Vase

Table 2: Settings for solving the topicalization judgment tasks. The Japanese example sentence “Kabin-wo kinou
wat-ta. Kabin-__ heya-ni at-ta.” means “I broke a vase yesterday. {The vase was}/{There was a vase} in the room.”
in English. The question is whether to topicalize the word “vase” in the second sentence.

Setting #labels class distribution
TOP Both okay NOM

C+S+A 8,039 55.3% 1.49% 43.2%
S+A 8,094 52.9% 3.47% 43.6%

A 7,621 1.86% 96.7 % 1.42 %

Table 3: Statistics of the whole dataset. The #labels de-
note the number of workers who annotated the labels
remaining after the post-processing. The class distribu-
tion. columns denote the percentages of TOP, “Both
okay”, and NOM in the answers.

our preferences were in agreement; one of the 10
questions is a validation example. Then, we listed
the motivated workers who can answer the valida-
tion question correctly. At this stage, 164 workers
were selected in the C+S+A and S+A settings, and
153 workers were selected in the A setting. 6

Annotation. For each instance (c, s, a)d of the
1,661 data points collected in Section 3.2, eight of
the motivated workers annotated the preferences.
Each worker solved at least ten instances. The
same worker is not annotated to the same instance
in different settings. After the whole annotation
process, we performed statistical post-processing to
exclude workers in the bottom 30% of competence
using MACE (Hovy et al., 2013). We removed the
data points annotated by fewer than four qualified
workers.

Finally, 23,745 decisions selecting TOP or NOM
for 1,355 nominative arguments were collected,
where 758 instances originally have the TOP parti-
cle for nominative argument a, and 597 instances

6We conducted crowdsourcing in two separate sessions; in
the first session, we adopted the S+C+A and C+A settings, and
in the second, we adopted the A setting. In each session, after
the trial task, the worker’s confidence level was calculated by
MACE (Hovy et al., 2013). Then, the top 80% of workers (164
and 153 workers for the first and second session, respectively)
were selected.

have NOM.

3.4 Statistics
The number of human decisions and their class
distribution is shown in Table 3. The length of the
context c, sentence s, and nominative argument
a was 96.3±53.7, 50.1±24.4, and 4.5±2.2 in the
number of characters (mean±standard deviation),
respectively.7

The annotation agreement was 0.689 and 0.699
for Krippendorff’s alpha for the settings of C+S+A
and S+A, respectively.8 These values are above the
minimum criteria for data reliability (0.667) (Krip-
pendorff, 2004). In contrast, the agreement in the
A settings (0.074) was far below the criteria. One
plausible cause of such a low score is that the major-
ity of annotators answered as “both okay” in these
settings. This skewed the class distribution, and the
alpha value is affected by class imbalances (Jeni
et al., 2013). Since many workers answered “both
okay,” we tentatively conclude that making topi-
calization judgments in this setting is difficult for
Japanese speakers.

4 Data analysis: Context effect in
topicalization

Before our experiments, we preliminarily observed
the characteristics of the collected data. If all the
annotated preference remains unchanged regard-
less of the inter-sentential context, our data are not
suitable for analyzing the discourse-level behaviors
in LMs. Our analysis declines such a concern.

7The Japanese language has no explicit word boundary.
As an approximation of word count, context c, sentence s,
and nominative argument a have 56.4±31.7, 29.5±14.4, and
2.8±1.1 morphemes, respectively. We used a JUMAN dictio-
nary for morphological analysis (Kawahara and Kurohashi,
2006).

8We used the weighted Krippendorff’s alpha, where we
assumed the distance scale as TOP ≺ “both okay” ≺ NOM.
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#Mentions #Arguments rC+S+A
human

0 1,082 0.48 ± 0.43
1 197 0.87 ± 0.25

2+ 76 0.90 ± 0.22

Table 4: Frequently mentioned information in a con-
text (i.e., higher #Mention) is likely to be topicalized
(i.e., higher rC+S+A

human ). #Argument is the number of the
corresponding data points. The mean and standard de-
viation of rC+S+A

human are presented.

Context effect on topicalization confidence.
We first analyze the interaction between topicaliza-
tion preference and context, regarding the linguistic
theory that already-mentioned, old information is
more likely to be topicalized by the topic marker
in Japanese (Matsushita, 1930). We observed that
the nominative argument frequently mentioned in
its context tends to gain a higher topicalization
ratio rC+S+A

human (Table 4). This supports that the cre-
ated data reflect linguistically natural trends at the
discourse level. Here, we used the co-reference
annotation in the NTC to count how many times
the same entity as the nominatives appeared in the
preceding context.

Next, for each instance (c, s, a)d, we quanti-
fied the context-dependent changes in topicaliza-
tion preference as follows:

∆human = rC+S+A
human − r

S+A
human . (2)

Here, ∆ denotes the change in the level of cer-
tainty in choosing TOP due to the presence of inter-
sentential context.9 Intuitively, a larger ∆ indicates
more votes on the topic marker when the context is
available.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the preference
difference attributed to the inter-sentential context
(∆human). We found that the preference changed
depending on the presence of inter-sentential con-
text (about 53% of data points have non-zero
∆human).

Challenging set for probing LMs. The dataset
has context-dependent nature, but there are also
data points for which discourse-level context does
not affect human behavior, we also created a chal-
lenging set. In this set, the context information

9We tentatively adopted the difference of the ratio rather
than, for example, ratio ∆human = rC+S+A

human /rS+A
human. At least

in the case of ratio, it is counter-intuitive to assume a change
of 2 when the votes for TOP increase from 1 to 2, and 1.2
when they increase from 5 to 6.

1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

human
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Figure 2: Histogram of the change in the topicalization
ratio due to the presence of context (∆human).

is considered necessary for choosing TOP or NOM.
Specifically, we selected the instances (c, s, a)d
satisfying either of the following criteria:

• Original text and crowd workers demonstrated
that a should be topicalized (rC+S+A

human > 0.5),
and inter-sentential context affected such a
decision (∆human is in the top 25%).

• Original text and crowd workers demonstrated
that a should not be topicalized (rC+S+A

human <
0.5), and inter-sentential context affected such
a decision (∆human is in the bottom 25%).

Finally, we obtained 311 instances, among which
209 instances originally had the TOP particle as
the nominative argument a, and 102 instances had
NOM. The statistics of the challenging set are shown
in Appendix. We used this challenging set along
with the whole dataset for our experiments to test
the LMs (Section 5).

5 Experiments: Comparing LMs with
humans

Do LMs exhibit human-like topicalization prefer-
ences? To answer this question, we compared con-
trast the preferences of LMs and humans.

5.1 Experimental settings

Language models. We tested three variants
of left-to-right LMs: Transformer-based LM
with 400M parameters (TRANS-L), Transformer-
based LM with 55M parameters (TRANS-S),
and an LSTM-based LM with 55M parameters
(LSTM) (Vaswani et al., 2017; Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997). They were trained with about
3M paragraphs from Japanese newspapers and
Wikipedia (3.4GB before any tokenization) with
100K parameter updates. The input was segmented
into morphemes by JUMAN (Kawahara and Kuro-
hashi, 2006), and further into subwords by senten-
cepiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018), where the
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Model Setting ρr ρ∆ Macro F1 TOP F1 NOM F1

TRANS-L
C+S+A 0.67 −0.12

83.5 88.8 78.3
S+A 0.60 81.7 87.6 75.8

TRANS-S
C+S+A 0.72 −0.07

85.3 89.5 81.1
S+A 0.61 83.7 88.1 79.3

LSTM
C+S+A 0.69 −0.20

81.9 86.9 77.0
S+A 0.62 82.3 87.1 77.5

Human
C+S+A -

-
(100) (100) (100)

S+A - 81.1 86.5 75.7

Table 5: Results for the challenging set. The ρr denotes the rank correlation coefficient of the topicalization ratio
exhibited by humans and LMs in each setting. The ρ∆ denotes the rank correlation coefficient of the change in
the topicalization ratio due to the presence of inter-sentential context in humans and LMs. The F1 scores were
calculated with the topicalization judgment in the original text.

unigram model was used (Kudo, 2018).10 Their
hyperparameters are provided in Appendix.

Preferences of LMs. Analogous to Equation 1,
we quantified the preferences of topicalization in
LMs. In the S+A setting, for example, we created
the MDTP of sTOP and sNOM for each instance (c, s,
a)d. Then, aligned with Equation 1, we calculated
topicalization ratio of LMs as follows:

rLM =
n(sTOP)

n(sTOP) + n(sNOM)
,

n(s) :=

|s|∏
i=1

p(wi|w<i)
1
|s| , (3)

where n(s) is the generation probability of a given
sentence computed by an LM.

For each data point, two variants of topicaliza-
tion ratio rLM were calculated: rC+S+A

LM with the
context c, and rS+A

LM without c. The score rS+A
LM was

calculated with Equation 3, while rC+S+A
LM was cal-

culated using conditional probabilities n(s|c) =∏|s|
i=1 p(wi|c, w<i)

1
|s| , instead of n(s), in Equa-

tion 3.

Metrics We tested the LMs in terms of whether
the level of certainty in choosing TOP was human-
like. Specifically, Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient between rC+S+A

human and rC+S+A
LM (henceforth,

ρr) was measured. We expect that the more humans
prefered TOP the more did LMs too.

Furthermore, to analyze whether the sensitivity
of LMs to the context is human-like, we computed

10We used character coverage=0.9995, vocab size=100,000.

the change in LMs’ topicalization preferences, anal-
ogous to Equation 2:

∆LM = rC+S+A
LM − rS+A

LM .

To quantify the similarity of context-sensitive pref-
erence change in LMs and humans, the rank corre-
lation coefficients between ∆human and ∆LM were
reported (henceforth, ρ∆).

Additionally, we reported F1 scores of the hu-
mans and LMs, regarding the particle choices
(i.e., TOP or NOM) in the original text as the
gold reference. Here, humans/LMs were consid-
ered to choose TOP when the topicalization ratio
rhuman/LM exceeded 0.5; otherwise, they were con-
sidered to choose NOM. Note that the corpus is from
newspapers; more or less, these judgments reflect
the proper use of the Japanese topic marker.

5.2 Results

Table 5 shows the results for the challenging set.
In all the settings, we observed moderate correla-
tions between humans and LMs with respect to the
topicalization preferences (i.e., the ρr column).

Non-human-like context sensitivity. Despite
the somewhat high correlations in topicaliza-
tion preferences ρr, the correlation of context-
sensitivity between humans and LMs ρ∆ was nega-
tive; the changes in the topicalization preferences
due to the presence of inter-sentential context dif-
fers between humans and LMs. This difference
reveals that the context use of LMs and humans has
substantial gaps.
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Model Setting ρr ρ∆ Macro F1 TOP F1 NOM F1

TRANS-L
C+S+A 0.80 −0.04

88.1 89.3 86.8
S+A 0.78 87.5 88.8 86.2

TRANS-S
C+S+A 0.80 −0.02

87.7 88.8 86.5
S+A 0.78 87.3 88.3 86.3

LSTM
C+S+A 0.79 −0.01

85.2 86.4 84.1
S+A 0.78 85.3 86.4 84.2

Human
C+S+A -

-
89.7 91.0 88.4

S+A - 89.1 90.4 87.8

Table 6: Results for the whole dataset. The ρr denotes the rank correlation coefficient of the topicalization ratio
exhibited by humans and LMs in each setting, and ρ∆ denotes the rank correlation coefficient of the change in
the topicalization ratio due to the presence of the inter-sentential context in humans and LMs. The F1 scores were
calculated with the topicalization judgment in the original text.

LMs’ insensitivity to inter-sentential context.
Focusing on the differences in the F1 scores be-
tween C+S+A and S+A settings, little difference
exists among the LM results. In addition, LMs
typically outperform humans in terms of the F1
scores in the S+A setting. Specifically, as for the
LSTM results, we obtained a somewhat strange
tendency that better topicalization decisions were
made better when the context is not considered.
These results raise the suspicion that LMs might
have made the topicalization decision with some
non-contextual cues and might have performed gen-
eralizations different from those of humans.

Examples. Table 1 shows several examples of
preferences of humans and LMs toward topical-
ization. The third example in Table 1, which be-
longs to the challenging set, highlighted the dis-
crepancy between humans and LMs with respect
to the context-(in)dependent preferences for topi-
calization. While humans chose TOP only when
considering the preceding context, preferences of
LMs did not change when the context information
was provided.

Results in the whole dataset. We also bench-
marked the topicalization judgments of the LMs in
the whole dataset that we created by crowdsourc-
ing, without limiting to the challenging set. Ta-
ble 6 shows the results. Notably, even in the whole
dataset, there is almost no correlation of context-
sensitivity ρ∆ between humans and LMs.

Model ρr
F1

Macro TOP NOM

TRANS-L 0.18 63.8 71.1 56.5
TRANS-S 0.18 65.9 72.3 59.4

LSTM 0.17 65.1 71.9 58.4
Human - 36.8 14.0 59.3

Table 7: The results for the A setting, where the nom-
inative constituent alone was shown to the subjects for
making the topicalization judgment.

6 Analysis

Our experiments showed that the topicalization de-
cision of LMs is unreasonably decontextualized.
To further understand such non-human-like behav-
iors of LMs, we investigated their behavior in situ-
ations with extremely limited context information.

As introduced in Section 3.4, we observed that
humans struggle with topicalization judgment in
the setting where the nominative constituent alone
is shown (the A setting; Table 2). We tested
whether LMs also exhibit such human-like diffi-
culties when dealing with the whole dataset under
the A setting. Notably, the purpose of this analysis
is to find the situation in which LMs deviate from
humans.

Language model preference. For each nomina-
tive argument a in the dataset, we computed the
topicalization ratio when only the a is shown to
LMs. Specifically, LMs computed the generation
probability of, for example, Kabin-ga and Kabin-
wa, regardless of any context, and subsequently, we
compared these probabilities as per Equation. 3.
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Results. Table 7 shows the results of the topi-
calization preferences when only the nominative
constituent was shown to LMs/humans. First, the
F1 scores of the LMs were surprisingly higher than
those of the humans. This suggests that LMs could
somehow predict the postpositional particle (TOP
or NOM) without access to contextual information,
although topicalization is a discourse-level phe-
nomenon. Second, the correlation of topicalization
ratio between LMs and humans was quite low. This
result suggests that topicalization preferences of
the LMs for nominative constituents deviate from
those of humans.

7 Discussion

Contributions to linguistics. We posit that our
dataset itself is also valuable for linguistic studies.
Topicalization in Japanese has captured the atten-
tion in the field of linguistics for more than half
a century (Matsushita, 1930; Kuno, 1973; Noda,
1996), but resources created using a large-scale
corpus and crowdsourcing have been limited.

The observed relationship between mention fre-
quency and topicalization preference (Table 4), for
example, could be viewed as empirical support
for the relationship between the newness of infor-
mation and topicalization preference (Matsushita,
1930). The whole dataset also suggested that the
intra-sentential context provides informative clues
for topicalization judgment, regarding the relatively
high agreement in the S+A setting. This implies
that the use of TOP could not often be aligned
to context-dependent topicalization phenomena;
this view is consistent with Imamura et al. (2014).
Note that such context-independent instances are
excluded from the challenging set.

Testing coherence models. While we evaluated
only the vanilla LMs, there are several options for
coherence modeling, such as entity-based coher-
ence models (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008) and neu-
ral LMs that are explicitly trained with coherence
objectives (Jwalapuram et al., 2022). It would be in-
teresting to investigate whether such models exhibit
more human-like behaviors in terms of topicaliza-
tion preference.

8 Conclusions

We have compared the preferences of LMs and
humans for topicalization, an essential aspect of
discourse. The results suggest that there exists a

discrepancy between humans and LMs with respect
to the generalizations for topicalization. This im-
plication leads us to future research: what type of
inductive biases in model architecture or training
objectives can lead to more human-like generaliza-
tions in discourse-level linguistic aspects?
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Setting #labels class distribution
TOP Both okay NOM

C+S+A 1,853 65.7% 1.73% 32.5%
S+A 1,900 54.9% 8.47% 36.6%

A 1,732 2.02% 97.1% 0.88%

Table 8: Statistics for the challenging set. The #labels denote the number of workers who annotated the labels
remaining after the post-processing. The class distribution columns denote the percentages of TOP, “Both okay”,
and NOM in the answers.

Parameters TRANS-L TRANS-S LSTM

Fairseq model

architecture transformer_lm_gpt2_small transformer_lm_gpt lstm_lm
adaptive softmax cut off 50,000, 140,000 50,000, 140,000 50,000, 140,000
share-decoder-input-
output-embed

True True True

embed_dim 1,024 384 400
ffn_embed_dim 4,096 2048 -
hidden_size - - 1,024
layers 24 8 2
heads 16 6 -
dropout 0.1 0.1 0.1
attention_dropout 0.1 0.1 -

Optimizer

algorithm AdamW AdamW AdamW
learning rates 5e-4 5e-4 1e-3
betas (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98)
weight decay 0.01 0.01 0.01
clip norm 0.0 0.0 0.0

Learning rate scheduler
type inverse_sqrt inverse_sqrt inverse_sqrt
warmup updates 4,000 4,000 4,000
warmup init lrarning
rate

1e-7 1e-7 1e-7

Training batch size 61,440 tokens 61,440 tokens 20,480 tokens
sample-break-mode none none none

Table 9: Hyperparameters of the language models.


